Abstract. This paper deals with three copular constructions in French that take bare nominals as a predicative complement (attribut du sujet). From a lexical point of view, these constructions, which are typical of colloquial French, are very open frames. After a detailed analysis of the syntactic and semantic properties of these constructions, I will examine them in the light of a more theoretical question, viz. that of the categorial status of the bare nouns involved. More precisely, I will determine to which extent they are 'recategorized' into adjectives.
1. Introduction. In this paper, I will focus on a series of four copular constructions that take bare nominals as a predicative complement (attribut du sujet), bare nouns being understood here in a general and purely syntactic sense, i.e. as nouns that are not preceded by a determiner: These very 'open' constructions-one can insert, for instance, the lexeme théâtre in (2), (3), and (4)-have not yet been studied in depth, 2 although they are quite frequent in colloquial 3 (hexagonal? 4 ) French.
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They will be described in the first section of this paper. Apart from the problem of their mutual relationship (similarities and divergences), these four constructions raise a crucial theoretical question, which will be treated in the second section of this paper. The question concerns the nature of the nouns occurring in the complement position. Bare nouns are a central issue in what I would call the problem of (syntactic) recategorization (in this case, recategorization of nouns into adjectives). Recategorization is a syntactic phenomenon in which words (lexemes) are occasionally used in the prototypical function of a word class other than that with which they are primarily associated.
Description.
The four constructions mentioned fall into three types on the basis of their (abstract) meaning:
• resemblance: 'X presents characteristics of Y' (1) + (2) • inclination, propensity: 'X is characterized by the fact that X is keen on/into Y' (3) • content: 'X is characterized by the fact that X 'has' (contains) Y'
There exist more copular constructions with bare nouns, e.g. the very frequent and well-known 'classifying' construction:
(5) Il est professeur.
'He is a teacher.'
As the nouns used in this type of construction have clearly a more nominal status, I will examine them (with other types) in another paper. Table 1 shows the relative frequency of the four constructions in Frantext, a tagged, but mainly literary corpus: Table 1 
Total 134
The fourth construction is the most recent one. All examples I have found (40 in total) are taken from press articles and advertisements. In the remainder of this article I will refer to these four constructions by roman numbers I to IV.
One could make the objection that the constructions under investigation, or at least a number among them, might be mere 'fossilized' or even 'semi-phraseological' uses of être, in spite of their very 'open' character. This is not the case, however, since other copular verbs can be inserted: This grid, which does not list all semi-copulas, is based on corpus research, completed by Google searches and-sometimes very awkward-native speaker judgments on constructed examples.
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Although these predicative uses of bare nouns have a lot in common, a closer semantic and syntactic analysis shows that they also exhibit some differences, as witnessed by their different abstract meanings 7 . These differences will be examined into more detail: (Riegel 1985: 195) e.g. X fait très théâtre The first two properties are of a semantic or referential nature, the remaining four are of a syntactic kind. As the semantic/referential criteria will allow the reader to understand the internal meaning structure of these constructions better, I will examine them first.
A. The four constructions under investigation are characterized by different selectional restrictions (which tolerate some extensions and borderline cases (as in the case of animals 8 ), which I cannot treat in detail here):
human subject + human complement (6) pierre est très curé. 'Pierre is very priest-like'
Metonymic extensions (cf. Riegel 1985: 197) to inanimate subjects (gesture, attitude, etc.) are possible: In this construction the human subject is very crucial for the interpretation which is based on propensity, and therefore also on intentionality. Some categories are very well represented in the complement position of III. Most of them are very concrete in nature (cf. Goes 1999: 162), but not all are: food (drinks), entertainment, ideology (marriage, Chirac, etc.), marks, etc. The extreme popularity of the construction makes it possible to have a human complement (both proper nouns and common nouns):
(12) Je ne suis pas très médecin (je néglige un peu ma santé, je l'avoue . . . The fourth construction, by far the least frequent (cf. supra), requires a special type of inanimate subject, viz. a spatial or temporal locus, and a mostly inanimate complement, which indicates on a very abstract level the existence of a 'content' (an activity, an object, a person, . . . ) that characterizes the locus through a predicative relation.
From the point of view of subcategorisation, it is not uninteresting to note that creative language users do not restrict the predicative slot to nouns. We find also infinitives and even clausal elements (referring to an attitude): 
B.
In order to evaluate the second criterion (implication of a full Np), it is necessary to remember that there are more predicative constructions with bare nouns than those examined in this paper. The best-known type is that in which an official status (mostly a profession) is predicated over a human subject (Lauwers 2007 This construction, which should not be confused with structure I, necessarily implicates an indefinite or definite, and hence a full NP: (19) pierre est professeur / chef de l'armée.
'pierre is a teacher / chief of the army.' ⇔ un professeur / le chef de l'armée.
This implication does not hold for constructions I and II:
(20a) pierre est très professeur/curé. 'Pierre is very teacher-like/priest-like.' Id est : 'he is not (but he behaves like one)' (20b) ≠ un professeur/ un curé Rather the opposite is true: 'he is not (but he behaves, seems like . . . ).' The concept expressed by the corresponding full Np has been wiped out so to speak. What is expressed here is only a vague, approximative, relation of 'resemblance', based on the extraction of salient semantic properties deriving from the nominal concept. These semantic properties can be rendered by true adjectives: (21) il est très professeur = il est très pédant, . . . . ('pedantic').
The limits of constructions I and II are a matter of knowledge of the world. 11 We all know some typical, stereotypical properties of professors, priests, and so on, which are ready to be extracted from the corresponding nominal concept. We all know the image of the rather plump baker's wife which allow us to say: (22) The non-implication of a full NP holds also for constructions III and IV, of course. However, the nominal concept as expressed by the full Np is semantically more prominent in III and IV, in another perspective, viz. as the object of an inclination in III or as the content of a temporal or spatial locus in IV.
C. The pronominalization by comment ('how') points towards a more descriptive, and hence adjectival, nature of the noun: (23) (25) *J'ai vu un type très médecin. vs J'ai vu un film très 'théâtre pour enfants.
(*I saw a guy very doctor' vs 'I saw a film very theatre for children.') 'I saw a guy who gave the impression of being a doctor. vs 'I saw a film which was very much like theatre for children.' All in all, these substitutions should be considered as marginal, for at least three reasons. First, substitution is far from automatic:
(32) un été très show 3 ? 'a summer during which a lot of shows are broadcast'.
(33) un étage très peinture 3 ≠ pittoresque; ??pictural 'a floor focussing on painting'
Second, the adjectives attested here are all denominal ones. Most of them are primarily-and/or originally-classifying adjectives, accompanied by a degree modifier, which transforms them into descriptive adjectives (adjectifs qualificatifs):
(34) année sportive/festive/musicale/cinématographique 3 une année très festive/ très sportive/ 'the year in terms of sports/festivities/music/cinema' 3 'a very festive year / a year focussing very much on sports' / . . .
The adjectives found in the complement slot of III and IV do not correspond to the "core" uses of the word class called 'adjective'. This observation is confirmed by the fact that they constitute rather 'creative' uses, for they are very marginal when compared with the central uses of the lexical items involved. For instance, 'family minded' does not correspond to the 'central' meaning of familial ('convivial' / 'intimate' / 'low-treshold' / . . . ), neither to 'small-scaled, everybody knows each other, as in a family', which we find in Notre élevage est très familial (Google) ['Our breeding is very small-scaled.'], nor to 'composed of families', a use in which degree modification applies to the quantitative aspect (like in étang très poissonneux 'a pond very rich in fish'):
(35) Le public est (très) familial: des mères avec des jeunes adolescents . . . (Google) 'The audience is composed of families : mothers with their young adolescents . . . '
In short, in the case of construction III, the French language forges the 'ad hoc' means to express a special meaning relation through affixational derivation, combined with degree modification.
14 This first analysis raises two questions: is there a difference between I and II and how should we consider the place of IV in relation to II and III? Constructions I and II, which express the same meaning ('resemblance'), have been considered together because they behave identically, except for the criteria A and E. However, the selectional restrictions A are not watertight, as frequent 'institutionalized' metonymic extensions allow also inanimate subjects, in combination with human complements. The possibility to have inanimate subjects also weakens the constraints on the adnominal use of human complements (= criterium E):
(36) pendant l'excursion, le prof nous ennuyait. Il ne faisait que raconter des blagues très femme. 'during the excursion, our teacher was very boring. He could not stop telling very female jokes.'
Third, the fact that the difference between I and II can be explained by referring to a general opposition like human vs inanimate, suggests that the differences observed here are not mere effects of a particular construction.These arguments seem to justify an identical treatment of I and II. This position will be confirmed by the 'adjectivization' analysis infra.
A far more difficult question to answer is the place of IV in relation to II and III. At first sight, the abstract interpretation of a period or a place 'oriented to' an object or an activity might be derived from the propensity interpretation of III, applied to inanimate, i.e. non-intentional, subjects 15 (= criterion B). Moreover, adjectival substitution is very awkward in both cases (= criterion F). However, at least three of the six criteria (A, C, E) used to differentiate the constructions under investigation point towards a strong relationship between II and IV. 16 The most decisive syntactic argument seems to be the attributive use. It is clear that construction IV is linked to an attributive use, whereas III does not seem to allow any adnominal use at all: (37) Cette année sera très chanson 3 une année très chanson 'This year's focus will be on songs' 3 (a year very song), 'a year in which the focus will be on songs' (Tesnière) .
The most extreme and detailed application of this concept is found in the eléments de syntaxe structurale of the French syntactician Lucien Tesnière (1959) . However, the scope of what he called translation, which in its strict interpretation would affect about one word in four, has more recently been reduced in various ways by scholars who continue to elaborate his ideas (Koch, Krefeld, Wunderli, Lambertz, Tlàs-kal, and, to a lesser extent, Werner and Lago Garabatos). 17 In what follows, I will examine the recategorization question for bare nouns in copular constructions in more detail (3.2), after a brief discussion of what I would call "lexical recategorization" (3.1). The analysis will lead to a first attempt at formalization (3.3).
Lexical recategorization.
As a matter of fact, many examples of the constructions studied here could not be taken into account because the nouns they contain are on their way to lexicalization: These nouns have become true adjectives and should not be used in order to characterize constructions in which a noun is occasionally used as it were an adjective. These are cases of lexical recategorization, which, of course, diachronically go back to non-systematic uses (= syntactic recategorization), but which should henceforth be mentioned in the lexicon under the heading of adjectives. From a distributional perspective, they behave like (normal) adjectives in many other contexts. Therefore, they cannot be taken as the basis to determine the adjectival properties of the nouns used in the four constructions under study. In order to measure the lexical character of these cases of adjectival recategorization, one can use a series of distributional tests. A noun is undergoing-gradual-lexical recategorization if:
-it can be used as an adjective without a degree modifier (41) Ces trois jeunes gens sont amis / trois jeunes gens amis 'These three youngsters are friends.' / 'three joungsters that are friends' These cases of stable "lexical recategorization" are a lexical matter and should be distinguished from 'momentaneous' syntactic recategorization.
From the point of view of the individual lexeme, it appears not at all problematic to add new or occasional syntactic recategorizations to already lexicalized ones. In other words, a lexical form can be associated both with its original word class and with a new word class as a result of lexical recategorization (vache, chatte, . . . ) and on the basis of occasional insertion into a constructional scheme (syntactic recategorization). The following example (chocolat) illustrates the coexistence of both kinds of recategorization: (i) absence of a determiner (ii) no implication of a full Np (Riegel 1985) (iii) impossibility of anaphoric reference to the predicative bare noun 22 (Schnedecker 1997: 187) (54) pierre est curé/très curé. *Ce curé organise des voyages. 'Pierre is a priest / very priest-like. *This priest organizes trips.
(iv) impossibility of free adjectival modification of the noun (construction IV) (59) Les prochaines années seront très cinéma.
'The next few years' focus will be very much on cinema.'
As a matter of fact, the subject and the complement concept are 'independent': the rather abstract homomorphism implied by number agreement between two nouns is not at play here. This is what we should understand when Goes (1999: 162) states that the complement noun "est totalement extérieur au sujet". In the case of III, this is very clear: human subjects are generally combined with inanimate complements, which cannot be homomorphous by definition (or only in a metaphorical sense).
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As predicative adjectives agree in number with their subject noun, the absence of strict agreement rules in the case of III and IV is clearly a symptom of the non-adjectival nature of the bare noun in these constructions.
On the other hand, the agreement criterion is not distinctive in the case of I and II, and therefore cannot be used. In these cases it is not clear if the agreement triggered by the subject is an adjectival or a nominal feature. In the case of I, for instance, obligatory agreement seems to be a characteristic of [+human] predicates, as agreement is also obligatory in the classifying construction with a full Np or a zero determiner, combined with a human subject:
(60) Les danseurs sont fonctionnaires de nos jours /des artistes.
'Nowadays, dancers are public servants/artists.' In the case of inanimates (= construction II), the situation is even more complex. In general, the number of the complement is not imposed by the number of the subject noun:
(62) des scènes très "théatre" (Google) 25 'very theatre-like scenes'
Conversely, we find also examples of singular subjects and plural nouns, although this kind of combination is hard to find: As a consequence, number agreement might be a very strong criterion to prove lexical recategorization. However, it turns out that even inanimate subjects impose agreement on the basis of the same kind of homomorphy as in I:
(64) le divan et le sofa sont des meubles qui ne «s'ouvrent» pas (Google) 'A divan and a sofa are furniture that cannot be « opened »'.
In other words: there are reasons to call into question the reliability of the agreement criterion in order to measure "adjectiveness" in the case of I and II, although in the case of II, agreement often seems to be a symptom of adjectiveness (and even of lexical recategorization).
The results of the tests are summarized in Appendix 1.
the categorial nature of predicative bare nouns.
If we summarize the results reported in the appended table, we obtain the following scores: Table 4 . Synthesis of the categorial nature of the non verbal predicate in Constructions I to IV How should we explain these results in the light of a more general framework of syntactic recategorization? All these particular uses have in common the fact that they involve bare nouns, i.e. nouns that are 'weakened' compared to full Nps. But this small degree of decategorialization does not lead to adjectivization to the same extent. A gradual view imposes itself. 3.2.2.1. Constructions I and II: predicative use of recategorized bare nouns. Some uses of bare nouns are clearly modeled on the prototypical uses of adjectives. This is the case for I and II. That is why these non-systematic adjectival uses of bare nouns share a lot of properties with full-fledged adjectives (but not all: preposing in attributive use is not possible, for instance 27 ). The rationale behind these productive cases of recategorization is as follows. First, the bare noun undergoes contextual property extraction triggered by a degree adverb. The restrictions on this mechanism are a matter of pragmatic knowledge (stereotypical associations). Once the nominal element has adopted adjectival semantics (characterization), it also takes on adjectival syntactic properties. As a result, the contextually adjectivized sequence [degree adverb + bare noun] enters in a distributional network on the basis of a certain categorial status, namely [+ adjectival] . Indeed, the bare nouns in I and II cannot only be used in a predicative slot, but appear in adnominal (except for [+ human]) and appositive contexts as well. 28 Two of the criteria mentioned above seem to be very relevant in supporting the claim that the predicative slot in I and II has an adjectival nature (in contrast with (III)):
the bare nouns (like the prepositional phrases) found in this construction can easily be substituted-salva veritate-by descriptive adjectives (il est très professeur 3 pédant, pontifiant, etc.); to a certain extent, the use of bare nouns even seems to be triggered by the existence of such adjectival synonyms. (ii) In the long run, the nouns encountered in this slot may be exposed to a process of lexicalization (or lexical recategorization) and become stable, full-fledged adjectives (in the case of simple forms 29 ), which should be mentioned in the lexicon as adjectival elements.
Construction III: a copular construction sui generis.
By contrast, other uses of bare nouns adopt only some 'adjectival' properties. This is clearly the case for III. paradigmatically as well as syntagmatically, the bare nouns in construction III do not behave like true qualifying adjectives:
-no coordination with qualifying adjectives -the extreme rarity and the very special nature of the adjectives which can substitute them -the problematic pronominalization by comment As a consequence, no lexicalization paths can be opened.
The only incontestable indicator of adjectival behavior is the nearly obligatory presence of a degree adverbial. Again, rather than being a symptom of adjectivehood, the degree adverbial seems to trigger it. Its lower recategorization power in III may be explained in terms of a difference in semantic scope, which in its turn may be related to its insertion in a larger construction scheme. Indeed, the most crucial syntactic difference between the bare nouns in I-II on the one hand and III on the other hand may be the fact that III rests clearly on a predicative relation, as is shown by the unacceptability of the attributive use of III (??un fils très musique). As is consistent with this underlying predicate relation, the appositive use, which supposes a kind of secondary predication, is licensed (Mon père, très vin rouge, n'a pas hésité à acheter tout le lot). By contrast, in the case of I-II, the degree adverb transforms the weakened noun into an element with adjectival properties licensing attributive, appositive and predicative uses. On the semantic plane, this syntactic difference corresponds to a difference in scope. While in I-II, très has the noun directly under its scope (property extraction through gradability), in III très relates to the predicative relation between the human subject referent and the entity denoted by the predicative noun (gradation of inclination). We can render this gradable relation explicit as follows:
(65) Il est très (porté sur le / pour le / . . . ) sport / vin rouge / . . . As a matter of fact, the adverbial gradation does not really affect the nouniness of the noun, which still varies freely in number. Indeed, the relation between subject and predicative noun is still a relation between two entities (rather than a relation between an entity and a consubstantial property). Furthermore, the predicative entity is still implicated, yet in a special way, viz. as the object of a certain inclination. The entitycharacter of the denotatum of the noun also follows from the rareness and the special nature of the adjectives which can replace bare nouns. Indeed, we find only denominal classifying adjectives turned into qualifiers by degree adverbs.
The restricted distributional scope of the 'adjectivized' elements and the necessary presence of a copula block the way to lexicalization.
In short, the differences observed in the adjectivehood-rates derive from structural differences, which also affect the scope and the power of the degree adverbial:
In fact, the scope of the degree adverbial in III is not that exceptional. A parallel can be seen between III and the fact that degree adverbials like très apply to the nominal part of a function verb (= verbe support), while they cannot modify full Nps (Gaatone 1981): (66) Il fait très attention.
Lit. he made very attention. 'He paid a lot of attention'
(67) J'avais très peur. Lit. I had very fear. 'I was very scared' (68) *J'avais très une peur terrible. Lit. I had a fear terrible. 'I was terribly scared'.
In both cases, it is the strong coalescence between verb (respectively function verb and copula) and complement that allows this particular use of degree adverbs.
What about construction IV?
Construction IV seems to be a recent extension of II, characterized by rather specific types of subjects (temporal/spatial locus), which has probably been influenced by the 'inclination' interpretation of III, resulting in a "blend" of both constructions. The nominal denotatum is still present somewhere in the mind of the speaker and hearer and the bare noun does not receive its number from the subject. Substitution by comment becomes more natural, as does coordination with a classifying adjective. In the same sense, substitution by denominal classifying adjectives accompanied by a degree adverb is more common than in the case of III. In short, syntactically and semantically, IV is a an intermediate case between I-II and III.
the typology of copular constructions.
The discussion about recategorization brings us to the question of the place of the four types discussed here within the global domain of copular constructions in French. 30 The following typology is mainly based on Riegel (1985) , and roughly completed by the "other types" offered in the typological work of pustet (2003: 29-33 ). + adverbial (or locative) predicates (la clé est ici; 'the key is here') + temporal predicates (il est 11 heures; 'it is 11 o'clock') + existential predicates (c'est but!; c'est marché aujourd'hui; 'Goal!'; 'today there is a market') + oblique case predicates (il est avec elle; 'He is with her') Constructions I and II are clearly extensions of type number 5., by means of syntactic recategorization. Construction III has been reported under 4. as a construction sui generis; construction IV is somewhere in between.
3.3. A note on recategorization theory. As was argued above, the special, creative uses of nouns dealt with in this paper can be consideredto a different extent-as mismatches between the internal (casu quo nominal) and the external (c.q. adjectival) syntax of a phrasal node. This becomes particularly clear when we take a closer look at the nature of the dependent elements, which are still those found typically in combination with nominal heads: (78) je ne suis pas très vin blanc/moelleux/ . . . 'I don't like white / sweet wine very much . . . '
(79) des costumes très "théâtre pour enfants" / Japon médiéval 'very child theatre-like / medieval Japan-like costumes' depending on one's theoretical framework, one could specify the absence of endocentricity as a conflict between the form (class) and the function (class) of a constituent, between constituent structure and function, or between filler and slot (cf. terme vs position : Milner 1989; Kerleroux 1996) or construction (Michaelis 2003 , Lauwers 2008b . Of course, we could simply state that a bare noun forms part of the constituent class that occupies the predicative slot in a characterizing copular construction, together with adjectives and pps (il est en colère), for instance. However, this kind of approach misses an intermediate generalization in terms [+ (qualifying) adjectival]-which could avoid redundancy in the descriptive model-and does not explain the fact that these uses of (bare) nouns are rather exceptional, as is their nonendocentricity. Moreover, this approach does not seek for possible generalizations across recategorization phenomena.
Although a slot/filler approach like that of Kerleroux (who elaborates a very fruitful distinction proposed by Milner 1989) , is very promising, it does not seem entirely adequate for the empirical problems dealt with in this paper. She recognizes the existence of categorial distortions (distorsion catégorielle), that is, cases of discrepancy between the categorial nature of the slot (la position, which is taken in an abstract, non-linear sense) and the lexical filler (le terme, being a lexeme or a more complex structure) which occupies the slot. As a consequence, some nominal properties of the filler are suspended, whereas the filler inherits adjectival features from the slot in which it occurs. These adjectival properties are contextual ones; they are not intrinsically related to the item in the lexicon, in contrast to what I have called 'lexical recategorization'. Although the view that adjectival features are contextually inherited is correct, Kerleroux's approach does not give a satisfactory account of the nearly obligatory presence of a degree adverbial. In other words, in the immediate context there is an element that is crucial for the transfer of adjectival features. In a certain sense, this triggers the whole process. Moreover, in this case, recategorization (or the mismatch between form and function) is not forced by a superordinate node (e.g. a verb which governs its valency elements), but rather by a subordinate element (a degree adverb), a configuration which is somewhat paradoxical.
The framework of the French syntactician Tesnière (1959) gives a more satisfactory answer to these questions. In his framework, très should be analysed as a translatif, i.e. a 'category-shifter'. In his view, translatifs do not form part of the dependency-network (connexions), but act as operators effecting shifts from one function class (as predicted by word class) to another. Without endorsing the complete analysis of Tesnière (and, hence, the very wide application of the concept of translatif), I would like to suggest that his approach gives a rather satisfactory account of the categorial mismatches studied here. However, against Tesnière, I would discard the idea that translatifs are somewhere 'out of the system' (be it conceived as a dependency or a constituency structure). They form part of the constituent structure, but by their frequent association with a certain type of head 31 , they acquire the status of a category indicator, which explains why they can act as recategorizers when applied to other kinds of heads. In other words, within the adjectival phrase (Ap), they have a supplementary function. A second adjustment to the theory of Tesnière concerns the non-discrete character of the recategorization phenomenon. My analysis has shown that certain factors can interfere to the point where intermediate cases should be recognized, and, hence, a gradual view adopted.
In fact, the behavior of degree adverbials is very similar to that of articles (or other determiners) in relation to nominal heads. In the traditional NP-hypothesis, determiners are specifiers of the nominal head. When applied (productively) to non-nominal elements, determiners transform these into nominal elements, but not always in the same way, as the following differences in terms of modification-which deserve a separate in-depth study-seem to suggest: 3 retention of modification patterns of the source category (respectively a clause and adjectives): It is interesting to note that within recategorized nodes the degree adverbial is almost obligatory (it can hardly ever be deleted). As a result, its status is similar to that of a determiner (article). This observation offers a new argument (and perhaps a new dimension) in favour of the specifier analysis of degree adverbs in APs (e.g. Jackendoff 1977 Jackendoff [1981 : 146-147 and others; for a critical analysis of this hypothesis, see Abeillé-Godard 2003) .
Concluding remarks and perspectives for further research.
The detailed analysis of three quite marginal homonymic constructions, which only consist of a subject, a copula and a complement, has offered a descriptive basis for a theoretical question which needs further research. It is clear that the conditions under which a lexical item can be recategorized-and also the types of recategorization (and decategorization)-need to be examined in more detail (in terms of restrictions, syntactic properties, etc.). We should therefore analyze the devices which allow the syntax of a language to call into question the grammatical categories applied to the lexicon, a process which considerably extends the expressive potential of the language. In this respect, the proposals of Tesnière (1959) need to be refined syntactically and semantically. More particularly, it is necessary to distinguish several types of recategorization. We should try to delineate notions such as lexical recategorization, categorial distortion (Milner, Kerleroux) , conversion, etc., taking into account a more gradual approach to these phenomena. Goes (1999: 162-171) , Riegel (1985: 195-203) , Noailly (1990) , Kerleroux (1996: 161-162) and Salles (2004) . [Note that López díaz' (2008) study on the adjectival uses of proper nouns-which I reviewed-was published after the present paper was accepted for publication in word (2005).] 3 This is why many examples are taken from Google, in addition to examples of the literary corpus Frantext (mostly found in dialogues) and examples found in newspapers. All examples have been tested with native speakers. 4 As observed by one of our reviewers, there might exist genre-specific and even regional differences with respect to these constructions, since they "do not seem common at all" in Canadian French. However, a quick Google search (conducted on January 7, 2014) showed that très théâtre is attested more than ten times on Canadian web pages (restricting Google searches to site:ca). Similar observations hold for très famille, très médecin (expressing preferences, cf. construction 2). Nevertheless, it would be very interesting to conduct a study across variants, including sociolinguistic surveys taking into account region and age, for instance.
5 It is not uninteresting to note that German, dutch and English, for instance, use productive suffixes for the expression of the meaning of I and II, respectively -haft, -achtig and -like (Maesfranckx-Taeldeman 1998: 94). Strangely, dutch -achtig also allows the propensity interpretation (= 3), at least in substandard language (Maesfranckx-Taeldeman 1998) . 6 The use of what one may call semi-copulas is restricted by categorial, lexical, aspectual and even pragmatic factors. This discussion would lead us to far. See Lauwers (2005) for a more detailed analysis. 7 Goes divides the predicative uses of bare nouns into two categories: [+ human] and [+ob-ject] . In this perspective, II and III belong to the same category (1999: 162-163 As the 'resemblance' reading is very difficult to construe with a first person (since observer and object of the resemblance relation coincide), in that case interpretation III is the only possible one.
10 Construction III interacts even with a construction type in which an adjective is predicated over a generic object which remains unexpressed, as in Je mange salé: en temps normal, je suis plutôt salé. (Google: xlastdays.wordpress.com/ . . . /mes-coups-de-coeur-artistiques/) 'Normally, I prefer salty food.'
11 See also Maesfranckx-Taeldeman (1998) for the suffix -achtig in dutch: voorzitterachtig vs *lidachtig. Wierzbicka (1986 , apud Kupferman 1991 shows that similar socio-cultural aspects determine the possibilities of nominalization in the case of color names (viz. the extent to which they can be characteristic of a person).
12 Faire is felt to be even more natural by native speakers in the case of II. 13 This excludes examples like un officier médecin, which are cases of coordination of nouns ('he is an officer and ALSO a doctor') (cf. also *un officier très médecin). 
